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Product Determination
Coca-Cola Amatil Superannuation Plan
A plan in SignatureSuper® - part of the Super Directions Fund
AMP designed a MySuper arrangement, specifically for employees of Coca-Cola Amatil (Amatil). This MySuper default investment option
was called CCA MySuper. The CCA MySuper was the default investment option in the Coca-Cola Amatil Superannuation Plan – a plan in
AMP SignatureSuper. Whilst the Coca-Cola Amatil Superannuation Plan was closed prior to December 2020, this product determination
is provided for the year to 30 June 2020.

The year in review
The 12 months to 30 June 2020 saw bushfires, the coronavirus pandemic and global trade tensions impact investment markets and
throughout these unprecedented events, we continued to focus on being there for our members. In response we provided much needed
financial support by releasing over $790 million in Early Release Payments1 , continued to provide over $700 million in pension payments
to our members in retirement as well as deliver much needed education, support and advice for members in the Super Directions Fund
(SDF).
Despite this challenging environment, we have continued to make progress against our strategic priorities. Our strategy is to become
a simpler superannuation fund that delivers sustainable and enhanced outcomes for members. By separating from AMP Life we have
reduced complexity and risk in the fund which means we can increase focus on improving member outcomes such as further reducing
fees and driving improved investment performance.
During the 12 months to 30 June 2020, we reduced our superannuation products from ~70 down to 11, which included retaining
SignatureSuper as a key product for members. We also passed on over $80 million in benefits to members of the Super Directions Fund
(SDF). This has improved the financial outcomes for members through reduced fees, and the removal of grandfathered commissions
where applicable. In addition, the NM Super Board has led significant cultural change across the organisation which has included
strengthening the Board, driving greater accountability and improving risk culture practices. All of these measures help ensure the best
possible outcomes for our members are delivered
Fee benefits delivered to CCA MySuper members
CCA MySuper members received very competitive total fees. CCA MySuper members in SignatureSuper received a reduction on their tailored
MySuper fees of 0.10% p.a. of their account balance in March 2019.

About the product determination
This Product Determination is made by N.M. Superannuation Proprietary Limited (the Trustee of AMP SignatureSuper) and is based on
the annual assessment of performance of the product. It is important to remember that past performance is not indicative of future
performance.
For this Product Determination, we looked at how the CCA MySuper performed for MySuper members during the year to 30 June 2020
in the following areas:

Investment
performance

Fees
& Costs

Scale of
the Fund

Member
experience

Insurance
offering

including investment
strategy, investment risk
& net returns

including the basis
for setting fees &
appropriateness for
members

including operating
expenses & benefits to
members

including the options,
benefits & facilities
offered to members

for members including
the insurance strategy
& level of premiums

1. These COVID-19 Early Release payments were made from products offered in the Super Directions Fund for the period through to 5 July.
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CCA MySuper product determination:
The Trustee was promoting the financial interests of CCA MySuper members.
The reasons for this include:

•
•
•

•

Member options, benefits and facilities were appropriate and were being continually improved due to the significant scale of the
Fund and the Trustee’s commitment to reducing operating expenses and increasing benefits of scale to members.
Total fees were very competitive and therefore promoted member outcomes.
The investment strategy, the Lifecycle investment risk exposure which helps reduce the impact of negative returns for members
nearing retirement, and Trustee investment objectives were considered appropriate for members and work was underway to ensure
continued improvement in performance.
The insurance was considered appropriate for the membership as a whole in accordance with the insurance strategy.

Important Note:
This product determination specifically relates to the CCA MySuper arrangement for members of the Coca-Cola Amatil Superannuation
Plan. For members of the Coca-Cola Amatil Superannuation Plan that have elected their own choice investment options please refer to
the AMP SignatureSuper Product Determination for details of the overall AMP SignatureSuper determination and summary
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Product Summary
CCA MySuper is offered within the Coca-Cola Amatil Superannuation Plan and Personal
Plan in SignatureSuper which is part of the larger Super Directions Fund with more than
$61bn in Total Assets as at 30 June 2020.

Total Assets of the Super Directions Fund

$ 61,066,686,000

CCA MySuper

Funds Under Management

$358m *

Number of Members

3,723*

* Excludes Choice investment options

Investment Performance, Strategy and Risk

MySuper
CCA MySuper was a simple investment option for employees prefer to leave the investment decisions to us. The
primary aim was to align with the changing stages of life and help members achieve a comfortable income in
retirement.

MySuper Investment Strategy
The investment strategy for the CCA MySuper options gradually reduced exposure to riskier assets as members approached retirement.
Members were invested in an age-based group (decade-based cohorts) and exposure to riskier assets was gradually reduced throughout
their working lives to deliver a smooth transition towards retirement. This means that the impact on retirement outcomes from extreme
market volatility such as we saw during the Global Financial Crisis and more recently through COVID-19 was better managed. The aim
was that members in older age cohorts are more protected from extreme downturns.
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MySuper Investment Risk
As super is a long-term investment, it’s important to keep in mind, a long horizon to retirement at the beginning of a member’s working
career means younger members can afford to be invested into more volatile, potentially higher return assets. For this reason, we had the
ability to allocate up to 95% to growth assets in our younger decade-based cohorts (Growth & High Growth) instead of 75% in a typical
balanced fund.
We assessed the expected investment risk of each CCA MySuper option against the MySuper lifecycle industry peers. The level of
investment risk and exposure to growth assets for all age groups was considered appropriate because they met the Trustee’s expected
level of risk and were within acceptable ranges relative to the peer median for each age group. The expected investment risk level was
reviewed each year or more frequently if required.
Liquidity risk is the risk that members may not receive payments or redemptions in a timely manner. Since the outbreak of COVID-19, we
have successfully managed the liquidity risk for our members resulting from early withdrawals from superannuation.

MySuper Investment Performance
The structure of CCA MySuper did not lend itself to easy comparisons with other MySuper offerings. CCA MySuper generally had a
more conservative asset allocation (e.g. more cash/fixed income and less unlisted assets) than peers. Generally, riskier assets can lead
to greater returns but also experience greater volatility when markets fluctuate. The less risky assets will have lower returns in certain
market conditions including market downturns, which can help mitigate the exposure to losses.
The MySuper Funds that outperformed peers during the longer term 5 year period to 30 June 2020 predominantly had a higher exposure
to unlisted assets (compared to CCA MySuper) and these assets experienced strong returns during the period despite the impact of the
global pandemic on markets.
We assessed the investment return of each CCA MySuper Lifestage option against the return target set by the Trustee in its Superannuation
Investment Objective and Strategy Policy. None of the age cohorts met the Trustee’s return targets for any of the 1 year, 3 year or 5 year
periods.
When measuring returns relative to peers, we believe the most appropriate comparison for CCA MySuper is to compare each Lifestage
option’s net returns against the MySuper industry Lifecycle peers according to age-cohort. We used APRA data based on a member
balance of $50,000 to conduct the peer comparison over 1, 3 and 5 years2.
The charts below show two of the five age cohorts exceeded the median when compared with peers over the 5 year investment time
horizon and four of the five cohorts exceeded the peer median over the 1 year investment time horizon. All other net returns over the
1 year, 3 year and 5 year investment time horizons were below the peer median. When compared against all MySuper funds, the peer
relative results for CCA MySuper were reflective of the Lifecycle only comparison with 1 year and 5 year net returns above the MySuper
product peer median3.
The investment strategy, the investment risk exposure and Trustee investment objectives for CCA MySuper were appropriate for members
and work would have continued to ensure improvement in performance.

2. APRA requires analysis over a 10-year investment time horizon but MySuper was only introduced in 2014.
3. The CCA MySuper Future Directions Balanced investment option was in the same growth allocation range as most of the single strategy MySuper funds.

To assess the product level performance of the CCA MySuper Future Directions Lifestages fund relative to all MySuper offerings, we compared the CCA
MySuper Future Directions Balanced investment option against the single strategy MySuper funds and the most appropriate cohort within each Lifecycle
MySuper fund based on growth allocation. This analysis gave the same result as the Lifecycle only comparison with 1 year and 3 year returns below the
median but with 5 year returns above the median.
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CCA MySuper Future Peer Relative Net Returns4 over 5 years
($50,000 member balance) as at 30 June 2020
CCA MySuper
Net return

Peer Median
Net Return

6.0

RETURNS (%)

5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

Conservative

Moderately
Conservative

Balanced

Growth

High Growth

Source: AMP Australia, APRA Quarterly MySuper Statistics issued 24 Nov 2020

Fees and costs (including the basis for setting fees)
The total fees a member paid in the CCA MySuper Lifecycle product depended upon the cohort in which they were invested.
The total fees for each Lifecycle MySuper age cohort were compared against age-equivalent Lifecycle MySuper investment options in the
market. This approach was based on APRA guidance and data was sourced from the 30 June 2020 MySuper APRA statistics.
The chart below shows total fees were significantly lower than the peer median for every age cohort.

CCA MySuper Future Directions Total Fees
($50,000 balance) as at 30 June 2020
CCA MySuper

Lifecycle MySuper Median

RETURNS (%)

1.2%
1.0%
0.8%
0.6%
0.4%
0.2%
0.0%

Future Directions
Conservative

Future Directions
Moderately Conservative

Future Directions
Balanced

Future Directions
Growth

Future Directions
High Growth

Source: AMP Australia, APRA Quarterly MySuper Statistics

4.

The net investment return is the return on investments after deducting investment fees, indirect cost ratio investment costs and taxes on investment
income after investment fees and costs as per APRA reporting standards.
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Scale (including operating expenses)
SignatureSuper sits within the Super Directions Fund (SDF), which at $61bn is in the top quartile of the industry by size. This scale
already allows for high levels of service to be provided to MySuper and Choice members. The continual simplification of our business will
allow us to better leverage this scale to deliver improved value of service and outcomes to members. During the year to 30 June 2020,
operating expenses were in line with the Trustee’s expectation.
The Trustee is committed to reducing operating expenses and increasing benefits of scale to members.

Member experience (including options, benefits and facilities)
At AMP, we know that members who are engaged with their super and finances generally achieve better retirement outcomes.
We help our members engage with their super through:

Financial Wellness program
Provides assistance at all stages of a member’s lifecycle to become
financially confident.

Communications
Our engagement efforts provide members with significant opportunity to
utilize the timely and relevant information available to them to help them
interact and take action regarding their super and finances.

Advice
Members can access a spectrum of help ranging from general advice to
free Intrafund advice as well as scoped, phone-based and comprehensive
face-to-face advice to help them make the right decisions.

Digital Tools
Our digital tools, including MyAMP, are designed to support members in
understanding their current financial situation, to set track and achieve
their future financial goals.

Education
All members can access education tools online.
Corporate Super members can access help through onsite education at
their workplace. Whilst all members have access to self-paced online
education, virtual webinars, as well as newsletters and one on ones.

Member satisfaction and advocacy at AMP is measured through Net Promoter Score (NPS) which measures the willingness of customers
to recommend a company’s products or services. Our NPS score from CCA MySuper members indicated that a higher proportion of clients
would recommend AMP than not.
In response to the bushfires of early 2020 and COVID-19, Trustee communications to members on these issues prompted strong
engagement. The Trustee acknowledges the work of the client and member services teams who quickly adjusted to working from home
arrangements while dealing with increased member interactions, including assisting members with Early Release of Super and other
requests. When our members needed us to access their funds, AMP as a whole was able to process 98% of requests for Early Release
of Super within 5 business days. For the period to 5 July 2020, Coca-Cola Amatil Superannuation Plan members made ~530 COVID
withdrawals totaling ~$4.9m5.
All members have access to our education team, a member service that helps ensure members are engaged with their super, understand
their options for retirement planning, and have access to cashflow and budgeting information. This is made available through one-onone super health checks with our super coaches, and financial wellness workshops delivered both in person and virtually. Members
strongly value the work of the education team indicated by their very high NPS score as at 30 June 2020.
Overall, the options, benefits and facilities provided to CCA MySuper members in SignatureSuper were appropriate and work would have
continued to deliver features and benefits that are valued by members.

Insurance (including insurance strategy and erosion)
The Trustee has made available insurance cover to members from multiple insurers that is appropriate and balances the cost of insurance
benefits with the level and type of benefits.
Additionally, it is important to make sure members’ super balances aren’t inappropriately eroded by insurance premiums (erosion). In
the period under review, the employer paid for default insurance premiums so there was no premium erosion for members with default
insurance.
The Trustee applies an insurance philosophy of member centricity, fairness and empathy. Claims acceptance rates and the time taken to
make an assessment of those claims met targets based on industry benchmarks, demonstrating that members could be confident that
if they made claims against the insurance they held, those claims would be assessed within reasonable timeframes and decisions would
be appropriate.
The Trustee considers that the insurance within SignatureSuper for the Coca-Cola Amatil Superannuation Plan was appropriate for that
membership as a whole.

5. This figure includes members who are not invested in CCA MySuper.
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How SignatureSuper Rates?

Respected research house SuperRatings6 has awarded some of
AMP’s most popular superannuation products with their highest
Platinum rating in 2021 including Signature Super and Signature
Super Select (Corporate) Choice as well as recognizing AMP’s
commitment to ethical and sustainable investing practices across
all asset classes.

Funds are awarded a Chant West7 rating from 5 Apples (highest
quality fund) to 1 Apple (lowest quality fund). The ratings relate to
what Chant West regard as industry best practice and are based
on criteria established through Chant West extensive research
and consulting in the superannuation industry over more than 20
years. SignatureSuper achieved a 5 Apple rating for 2021.

Go to superratings.com.au for details of its ratings criteria. For further information about the methodology used by Chant West,
see www.chantwest.com.au.

6. The rating is issued by SuperRatings Pty Ltd ABN 95 100 192 283 AFSL 311880 (SuperRatings). Ratings are general advice only and have been prepared

without taking account of your objectives, financial situation or needs. Consider your personal circumstances, read the product disclosure statement and
seek independent financial advice before investing. The rating is not a recommendation to purchase, sell or hold any product. Past performance information
is not indicative of future performance. Ratings are subject to change without notice and SuperRatings assumes no obligation to update. SuperRatings
uses objective criteria and receives a fee for publishing awards. Visit superratings.com.au for ratings information and to access the full report. © 2021
SuperRatings. All rights reserved.
7. Chant West has given its consent to the inclusion in the Product Determination of the references to Chant West and the inclusion of the logos and
ratings provided by Chant West in the form and context in which they are included. Ratings are general advice only and have been prepared without taking
account of your objectives, financial situation or needs. Consider your personal circumstances, read the product disclosure statement and seek independent
financial advice before investing. The rating is not a recommendation to purchase, sell or hold any product. Past performance information is not indicative of
future performance. Ratings are subject to change without notice and Chant West assumes no obligation to update. © 2021 Chant West. All rights reserved
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Further information
For additional information in relation to the investment objectives, fees and costs and level of risk associated with investing in
superannuation please refer to the Product Disclosure Statement.
For information on the Super Directions Fund of which SignatureSuper is part of, please refer to the SDF Annual Report 2020.
The information provided in this Product Determination is general information only. It is not financial product advice nor is it a
substitute for obtaining proper financial advice that is tailored to your personal circumstances, financial goals and needs. It’s
important to remember past performance is not an indicator of future performance.
All information in this determination was obtained from sources the Trustee considers are reliable, however it does not
guarantee it is accurate, free of errors or complete. You shouldn’t rely upon it. The Trustee doesn’t accept any liability for any
resulting loss or damage whatsoever to a reader or any other person.

Contact us
phone

web
email
mail

1300 366 019
8am to 7pm (Sydney time)
Monday to Friday
amp.com.au/signaturesuper
signaturesuper@amp.com.au
SignatureSuper
Customer Service Locked Bag 5043
PARRAMATTA NSW 2124

